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Simple goiter results from
What is a simple goiter. What are goiters. A simple goiter results from quizlet. What causes a simple goiter.
A half is an enlarged view of the glimmer, and it can be diffuse or nodular. A half can extend into the retrospane space, with or without substantial anterior extension. Due to the anatomical relationship of the thyroid gland for the larynx trachea, the larynx higher and lower nerves, and the esophagus, abnormal growth can cause a variety of
compression soles. The function of the tyroste may be normal (no-thoxic body), [1] hyperactive (thoxic half), or subactive (half hypothyroidism). The initial type of employment should include thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH). In 1656, Thomas Wharton described the distinct nature of what he called the thyroid glandula, distinguishing it from the
larynx, as this structure had been considered a larynx glory since the time of Andreas Vaesalius, in the century 16. It was almost 200 years more before the tireing function was elucidated. The normal adult glamor thyrotide weighs 10-25 g and has 2 liquids connected by an isthmus. Almost 50% of the thyroid glands exhibit a pyramidal lobe resulting
from the center of the isthmus. Longitudinal dimensions of tyright oils vary up to 5 cm, as shown in the image below. Thyroid nuclear scanning of a patient with a euthireoid blading showing different projections. A method can present in several forms, including the following: the purpose, as an swelling in the neck of the patient discovery or the
routine physical examination a discovery in imaging studies executed for a compressed medical evaluation Related or not related location causing dysphagia, dyspnea, stridor, multiplicity, or hoofing pain due to bleeding, inflammation, necrosis, or malignant transformation signs and symptoms of hyperthyroidism or hypothyroidism [2] Tire cancer,
with or without metal initial screening should include TSH. Taking into account the sensitive trials of third generation, in the absence of symptoms of hyperthyroidism or hypothyroidism, other tests, it is not necessary. An evaluation of the free thyroxine or direct mediation of free thyroxine would be the next step in the evaluation. Other laboratory
tests is based on the presentation and the results of screening studies and may include antibodies of thyroid (antitireoidi peroxidase; previously, antimicrosomal antibodies and antithiroglobulin), thyroglobulin, sedimentation rate, and calcitonin in a subject with a high risk of speech metering carcinoma. Ultrasonography can be used to establish and
follow body size, consistency, and neutulus. [3] It can also be employed to locate nodes for guided ultrasonography biopsy. Computerized tomography (CT) is useful to determine the effect of tyright glansy in neighboring structures. It can also be useful for the follow-up of patients with thyroid caps that shows evidence of recorency. Magnetic
resonance (MRI) has the same indications as computed tomography. By thin needle biopsy aspiration is employed for the cytological diagnosis. [4] Aspiration with thymoid thin needle is used to determine the cause of an enlarged glamar. In general, the procedure is not used in the processing of autonomously operation. Normal biopsy, or large needle
biopsy, tyright uses a larger gauge needle, providing a fabric fragment. This procedure also brings with it a greater morbidity than the thin needle aspiration biopsy. Biopsia has the most complete sampling advantage. Benign euthiroid corporal blood pressure do not require treatment. The efficacy of medical treatment using tire hormone for benign
bloat is controversial. The size of a benign euthireoid blossom can be reduced with levothyroxine suppressive therapy. In addition, the treatment of hypothyroidism or hyperthyroidism often reduces the size of a half. Ireland with primary malignancy Tirotide require Levothyroxin substitution after the ablation surgery and iodine metastatic lesions for
glansy tiroxide require treatment of primary malignancy. Granulomatous and infectious etiologies for the Petal Specific treatment depending on the underlying cause. Surgery is reserved for the following situations: Big Bito with compressing malignancy When other forms of therapy are not practical or ineffective is ineffective if it is practical, Ends
Mimo In iodo-disabled regions with iodine supplementation in diet and avoid Goitrogens. Treatment with iodine or levothyroxine supplement can decrease the size of the type. [5] Hugo Studer, Fabio Ramelli, Simple Blood and Its Variants: Eutireédees and Hyperthyroid Multinodular Blood, Endobrine Reviews, Volume 3, Issue 1, January 1, 1982,
Pages 40 61, 10.1210 / EDRV-3-1-40 Medical ConditionGoitreither NamesGoiterDiffuse ThyroidspialtyBeiChynology Hyperplasia A half, or half, is a swelling in the bottleneck resulting from an enlarged thiretic glamar. [1] [2] A half can be associated with one of the thyriding that is not working properly. Around the world, more than 90% of the
corporate cases is caused by iodine deficiency. [3] The term is the Latin gutturia, meaning throat. Most of the benches are benign nature. Signs and symptoms A method can be presented as a palpable or visible increase in the thyriding glamar, at the base of the neck. A corps, if associated with hypothyroidism or hyperthyroidism, may be present with
the symptoms of the underlying disease. For hyperthyroidism, the most common symptoms are associated with the adrenized stimulation: tachycardia (card title rise), palpitations, nervousness, trembling, increase in arterial pressure and heat intolerance . Clinical manifestations are often related to hypermetabolism, (increase of metabolism),
excessive thyroid hormone, an increase in oxygen consumption, metabolic alterations in the metabolism of proteins, immunological stimulation of diffuse, and ocular alterations (exophthalmia). [4] People with hypothyroidism are usually lack of appetite, intolerance to the cold, constipation, lethargy and can be subject to weight gain. However, these
symptoms are often non-specific and hamper the diagnosis. [Carece de fonts?] According to the classification of WHO by palpio by palpation, the gravity of the heart is currently rated as grade 0, grade 1, grade 2. [5] Class I Blood CLASSI CLASS II BLACE III Causes worldwide, the most common cause of iodine is the deficiency of iodine, commonly
seen in countries that misuse of iodized salt. Selonance deficiency is also considered a contributing factor. In the countries using iodized salt, Hashimoto's thyroiditis is the most common cause. [6] Cycle may also result from cyanide poisoning; This is particularly common in tropical countries, where people eat the rich cassava root in cyanide of how
the basic food. [7] Because the resulting pathophysiology of tyright activity growth Incidence and prevailing prognosis Iodo iodine hyperplasia of tyright to compensate for the reduction of efficacy can cause diffuse hypothyroidism iodine represents more than 90% of cases BITCHING AT ALL THE WORLD [3] Increasing the size of the tyright can be
permanent if it is not treated for about five years congenate hypothyroidism Innate hormone errors of thyroids synthesis intake adverse reactions to drug thyroiditis Immune of Hashimoto disease Hypothyroidism Goitrogen in which the thiretic glamor is gradually destroyed. Infiltration of lymphocytes. Diffuse and lobbled hormone hormonal hormone
hormone hormone prevalence: 1 to 1.5 in a 1000 remission with the treatment of the pituitary disease hyperscription of thyroid stimulating hormone, Almost always by a hypophysile adenoma [9] Very rare pituitary pituitary surgery [9] diseases are also called Basedow Sandrome of Auto-Antibodies (TSHR-AB), which activate the TSH receiver agents (
TSHR) diffused antithyroid hyperthyroidism, radioactive iodine, surgery will develop at about 0.5% of men and 3% of women with the treatment, but even lower quality of life for 14 to 21 years after treatment, with humor more and more vitality, regardless of the choice of treatment [10] acute thyroiditis or crènica inflammation can be
hyperthyroidism initially , but but for hypothyroid thyroid caps normally uninodular general relative rate of 5 years of survival of 85% for women and 74% for men [11] benign thyroid neoplasms, usually hyperthyroidism normally uninodular mainly harmless [12] thyroid hormone insensitivity hyperthyroidism Secretal, Symptomatic Hypothyroidism
Diffuse Sarcoidosis Amyloidosis Hidatiformes Moles Cystos Acromegalia Pendred Sundrome of the Diagnostic Employment with Toxic Adenoma Petale can be diagnosed through a test of the tire function in a suspected individual. [13] Blood types can be classified as nodular or diffuse. Nodulars are or from a node (uninodular) or multinodular numbers
(multinodular). Pattern of uninodulled growth: a tyright node; It can be any of the hormones of the inactive tyright, or active (thundic) to autonomously produce. Multinodular Pettle: Multiple Northulates; [14] It may also be inactive or inactive, this last is called multinodular half-cell and associated with hyperthyroidism. These corners grow at varied
and hormone rates of thyroids secrete autonomously, thereby suppressing TSH-dependent growth and function in the rest of the glamar. Inactive oddles in the same body can be malignant. [15] Tyright cancer is identified in 13.7% of patients operated for multinodular corps. [16] Diffuse blood: all thyroid appearing to be magnified due to hyperplasia.
The size of the class I: the half in the normal posture of the head can not be seen; He's just found by Palpação. Class II: The half is palpable and can be easily seen. Class III: The emphasis is very large and retrospane (partially or totally is below the sternum), pressure results in compression marks. Treatment is treated according to the cause. If the
thiretic gland is producing an excess hormones of the tyright (T3 and T4), radioactive iodine is administered to the patient to reduce the glamar. If it is worth caused by iodine deficiency, small doses of iodide in the form of Lugol's Solution or Ki Solução are given. If the utility is associated with a tire dysfunction, tire supplements are used â € â €
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